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**Synopsis**

Now in full color and completely updated, the Fifth Edition of this best-selling manual is a reliable quick-reference guide for all clinicians who treat eye disorders. Every disorder encountered in the office, emergency room, or hospital is covered in concise outline format: symptoms, signs, work-up, treatment, and follow-up. Also included are chapters on differential diagnosis of ocular symptoms and signs, a section on current imaging modalities in ophthalmology, and a Pharmacopoeia. This edition features over 200 full-color photographs and includes the newest drugs, procedures, and treatment protocols. New topics covered include iridodialysis/cyclodialysis, shaken baby syndrome, crystalline keratopathy, refractive surgery complications, aberrant regeneration of the third nerve, venous stasis retinopathy, choroidal effusion/detachment, and common laser procedures. New appendices cover intravitreal injections and antibiotics, anterior chamber paracentesis, laser peripheral iridotomy, and YAG capsulotomy.
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**Customer Reviews**

Already the standard for reference in most Optometric offices, this new edition of the Wills Eye Manual is not only eye appealing but practical for quick in-office help. With a nice collection of pictures, quality glossy paper, and clean arrangement, it has become even easier to find what you are looking for as well as please the senses simultaneously. This new edition comes with updated procedures and pharmacology, notes and tidbits scattered throughout the book offering clinical
advice, and of course the ever awe-inspiring 200+ photos, colored headings, and tabs. As a soon to be grad, I highly recommend this book to not only students but doctors alike. Go SUNY!

Used this as my main study guide for oral boards. Also took Osler mock oral course, but this is good for getting the material in your head. Osler helps you learn how to organize and deliver the material in a systematic fashion. Quite honestly I think Osler is way overpriced and unorganized. Just sit with a colleague that recently took the oral boards or Osler to run through a few cases. You’ll get a hang of it after a few cases. Strongly Recommend Wills. Don’t waste your time reading through BCSC.

When I first came to this planet, I didn’t understand why I could run faster than everyone else, leap over tall buildings in a single bound, and why I had a place in the North Pole, although with Global warming, its not gonna be so icy any more, is it? But, I like to wear spandex under my clothing which is normal, I suppose, because that’s just what people like me do. As for this book, its great.

I bought this book for an ophthalmology sub-internship and it was a godsend on that rotation, and on every primary care rotation I have had since. Covers basic eye complaints, to more advanced diseases in full color, complete with pictures (gross and slit-lamp) for almost, if not all, conditions listed in the book. Organized very well based on part of the being examined. Also has some good differentials listed in an index for things like red-eye. Definitely in every ophthalmologist’s bookcase (if not on the desk!) and a must for primary care physicians, nurse practitioners, and PAs.

I purchased this book for Optometry school and overall it has been a great resource with good details and pictures. Between this book and the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary book, you can’t go wrong.

I use this in clinic often to help confirm my differentials. As a student it’s helpful to have some ideas ready before u meet with your staff Dr. With this you should have no problem having some that back up your clinical findings and symptoms.

In spite of the book being small in size, but still it contains a lot of the most and up to date information and color photos for optometrists and ophthalmologist. Great pictures and diagrams, especially for diabetic retinopathy and other retinopathies. It has a ton of information for the diagnosis and treatment of the most common and the less common eye diseases. I have an older
Kanski, but this book in my opinion exceeds and compliments it. I loved the price too, much cheaper than other ophthalmology books.

The Wills Eye Manual, Fifth Edition, for PDA: Powered by Skyscape, Inc. I’m a Finnish physician who decided to work at the ophthalmology out-patient clinic for a couple of months - prior know-how dating from the 1980s. For someone like me (with very little and out-dated knowledge but) eager to know what to suspect, what to rule out, how to confirm, and what to do, Wills manual is just SUPERB. The earlier editions were not as helpful since they didn’t have pictures. If anything, I would wish for a Wills VIDEO manual that would accompany the book. E.g., when talking about corneal/retinal findings, there would be net address directing you to the internet video showing what the findings would look like looking through the slit lamp. The last edition was sold out in Finland, but I was able to get a used book (in good condition) through .TH
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